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My Tiny Board Books
are designed for the tiny hands 
eager to explore new things. 
They will stand by them despite the 
tugs and pushes of the little ones. 
These books will ignite their wonder to learn 
at the developmental 
stage with delightful and 
vibrant illustrations. 
One of the best things 
at the early childhood 
education level to develop 
a habit of reading and
learning!

978-969-210-603-0 978-969-210-600-9978-969-210-599-6  978-969-210-656-6

978-969-210-596-5

MY TINY
BOARD 

BOOKS SERIES

New
3.5”x 3.75” 4 Colour  Pg. 26  Age 0-4yrs

978-969-210-661-0  

978-969-210-596-5

978-969-210-661-0  
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978-969-210-659-7978-969-210-658-0  978-969-210-605-4  978-969-210-657-3

978-969-210-662-7 978-969-210-663-4978-969-210-665-8 978-969-210-817-1 978-969-210-662-7 978-969-210-663-4978-969-210-817-1

MY TINY

LIBRARY 

PACKS

978-969-210-660-3  978-969-210-660-3  

978-969-210-949-9 978-969-210-950-5 978-969-210-951-2

New
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Little Hand’s Board Books are your 
toddler’s best companion that will 
stand by them despite the tugs and 
pushes of the little hands. 
This set of 16 books will 
ignite their  wonder to 
learn new things at the 
developmental stage.

LITTLE HAND'S 
BOARD BOOKS 

SERIES

978-969-210-366-4

978-969-210-368-8

978-969-210-369-5  

978-969-210-398-5  

978-969-210-524-8

978-969-210-397-8

978-969-210-367-1

4”x 4” 4 Colour  Pg.26  Age 0-5yrs

New
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978-969-210-534-7 978-969-210-531-6  978-969-210-525-5

978-969-210-571-2  978-969-210-572-9

978-969-210-573-6

978-969-210-575-0

978-969-210-530-9978-969-210-530-9

978-969-210-574-3  
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978-969-210-857-7 978-969-210-858-4 978-969-210-859-1

978-969-210-856-0

MY
CREATIVE CLUB 

SERIES

11”x 8.5” 4 Colour  Pg.36  Age 4-13yrs

Children are full of creative 
energy, and introducing them 
to art at an early age allows 

them to express themselves 
while learning with fun. 

My Creative Club Series is a set of 10 drawing and 
activity books especially designed for young artists. 

The series progresses from pre-primary 
and primary to secondary grades 
with a blend of diverse drawing 

and art activities which help children 
in their early education 

and boosts their sense of 
achievement. 

New
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978-969-210-904-8

978-969-210-905-5

978-969-210-987-1

978-969-210-948-2

  

978-969-210-905-5
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Paramount Art & Craft Series is composed of 
ten books specially designed for pre-primary, 

primary and secondary grades. 
These books are filled with various 

drawing, painting, sticking, sketching 
and crafting ideas to boost 

the artistic abilities and 
motor skills of 

children. 

PARAMOUNT

ART &

CRAFT

SERIES

978-969-637-976-8 978-969-637-970-6 978-969-637-971-3

978-969-637-975-1  

8.5”x 11” 4 Colour  Pg.36  Age 4-13yrs 
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978-969-637-972-0 978-969-637-974-4

978-969-210-023-6

978-969-637-973-7

978-969-210-022-9 978-969-210-024-3

8
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978-969-210-639-9

Our Baby Record Book is an ideal keepsake 
to journal milestones and precious moments 

of your baby’s first year. 
This beautifully crafted baby record book,

encased in a premium box, 
can be a meaningful gift for both genders. 
It is carefully designed to jot down all of 

your baby’s heart-warming firsts and 
memorable events, with ample space 

for photos. With this book, 
you will not miss anything 

worth recording.  

BABY
RECORD
BOOK

8.5”x 10.5” 4 Colour  Pg. 48  Age 0-1yrs

New

978-969-210-639-9

99
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978-969-210-900-0

978-969-210-901-7

978-969-210-926-0

978-969-210-919-2 978-969-210-962-8 978-969-210-963-5

SMART FLASH CARDS- BASIC PHONICS

SMART FLASH CARDS- ACTION, OPPOSITES & SIGHT WORDS

SMART FLASH CARDS- BODY PARTS AND FEELINGS

SMART FLASH CARDS- TIMES TABLES WITH ADDITION & SUBTRACTION

MORE TITLES

SMARTFLASH
CARDS

5”x 7” 4 Colour  Cards 32  Age 3+ yrs

New

Smart Flash Cards is an interactive set of 11 boxes 
designed to encourage learning and recognition of the 
alphabet, huroof-e-tahajji, phonics and numbers with 
age-appropriate vocabulary and engaging pictures. 
The series comprises all the topics necessary to equip 
children with early-level education e.g.animals, 
fruits, transport, times tables etc. It has 
32 durable flash cards, with wipe-clean 
activities in some sets, including a marker. 





 

New

SMART FLASH CARDS- ADVANCED PHONICS
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PARAMOUNT
HANDWRITING 

SERIES

978-969-210-006-9

Paramount Handwriting Series 
includes nine books designed 
to comprehensively introduce 
English handwriting to 
pre-primary and primary grades. 

978-969-210-007-6 978-969-210-013-7

978-969-210-014-4 978-969-210-008-3 978-969-210-009-0

978-969-210-010-6 978-969-210-011-3 978-969-210-012-0

8.5”x 11” 4 Colour  Age 3-11yrs 
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978-969-210-000-7 978-969-210-001-4

978-969-210-002-1

978-969-210-005-2

978-969-210-003-8 978-969-210-004-5

8.5”x 11” 4 Colour  Age 3-11yrs  
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978-969-210-820-1 978-969-210-821-8 978-969-210-822-5

978-969-210-819-5  

8.5”x 11” 4 Colour  Age 5-12yrs 
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978-969-210-823-2 978-969-210-824-9

978-969-210-826-3

978-969-210-825-6

ا ب
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978-969-637-904-1 978-969-637-907-2 978-969-637-906-5

978-969-637-905-8

978-969-210-096-0

PRE-PRIMARY

WRITING
PRACTICE

SERIES

Paramount Pre-Primary Writing Practice Series
is developed for young kids to enhance their 
hand-eye coordination, counting, matching, 
reading and colouring skills. It includes tracing 
and free-writing pattern to acquire 
the essential skills needed for good handwriting. 
Vibrant pictures and enjoyable activities are 
added to keep the children focused and engaged. 
This series is in line with the latest guidelines 
and can be used as a part of syllabus 
in schools. Parents should also use 
at home to boost the 
academic skills of 
their child.

8.5”x 11” 4 Colour  Pg.68   Age 4-5yrs
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978-969-210-122-6 978-969-210-167-7

978-969-637-861-7

978-969-637-853-2978-969-637-852-5

978-969-210-260-5 978-969-210-261-2

NUMBERSACTIVITY 
BOOKS
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978-969-210-016-8 978-969-210-015-1

1O
OO 

WORDS

SER
IES

8.5”x 11” 4 Colour  Age 4-10yrs  

The basic aim of developing 1000 Words Series is to 
help curious minds discover the world while staying 

at home or school. Children will learn English 
language by exploring the environment around 
them. It will also help children to expand their 

vocabulary by learning a lot of new words. 
This series is accompanied with 

eye-catching pictures and illustrations 
to grab the attention of readers. 
It consists of things and scenarios 

related to a child’s day-to-day life, 
surroundings, neighbourhood 

and outer world.

978-969-210-017-5

17
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978-969-637-075-8 978-969-637-689-7 978-969-494-919-2

MORE
BOOKS

BOOK
OFSCIENCEFORPRESCHOOL

978-969-210-045-8

Book of Science For Preschool is specially designed 
for young and curious minds to familiarise 
them with the world of science around them. 
This book includes foundational topics 
for preschoolers related to natural sciences. 
It will help to increase the vocabulary of 
young kids. Colourful and vibrant pictures 
have been added to grab the attention 
of young learners. In addition to this, 
different activities have been 
included to facilitate the 
learning process.

  



8.5”x 11” 4 Colour  Age 3-5yrs  
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MY 

TIME 

SERIES

My Time Series is set of ten books specially 
designedfor pre-primary and primary grades. 

These book contains vivid and eye-catching 
images of relevant objects and their 

different types with engaging descriptions 
for better identification and 

vocabulary development. 
The objective of My Time Series 

is to aid children with 
their early education of 

Alphabet, numbers, 
vocabulary of colours, 

fruits, vegetables, 
birds and flowers and 

their recognition.

978-969-637-967-6

978-969-637-757-3

978-969-637-594-4 978-969-637-690-3

9.5”x 9.5” 4 Colour  Age 4-8yrs   

  





2020

978-969-637-723-8

978-969-637-713-9

978-969-637-711-5 978-969-637-725-2

978-969-637-724-5

978-969-210-772-3
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The three series of Paramount Copy N Colour are  
especially crafted for early school-age children
to spark their inner artist while introducing 
them to different objects in their 
surroundings. With the name of each 
illustration, children will learn new 
vocabulary while colouring to their 
heart’s content.

PARAMOUNTCOPY
N

COLOURSERIES

978-969-210-409-8  

978-969-210-351-0 978-969-210-350-3 978-969-210-349-7

8.5”x 11” 4 Colour   Age 5-7yrs  Pg. 32-60

New
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PARAMOUNTCOPY
N

COLOURSERIES 978-969-210-352-7

978-969-210-406-7

978-969-637-874-7

978-969-210-353-4

978-969-637-876-1

978-969-637-875-4

978-969-210-411-1

978-969-637-877-8

978-969-210-115-8
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978-969-210-114-1 978-969-210-116-5978-969-210-113-4

978-969-210-251-3 978-969-210-252-0

23

978-969-210-251-3 978-969-210-252-0
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PARAMOUNTFAVOURITECLASSICS

978-969-637-733-7

978-969-637-755-9

978-969-637-734-4 978-969-637-753-5 978-969-637-754-2

978-969-637-752-8

978-969-637-751-1 978-969-637-732-0

5.8”x 8.26” 4 Colour  Pg.16   Age 5-10yrs
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COLOURING BOOKS

978-969-210-528-6

New

978-969-210-871-3

978-969-210-634-4

978-969-210-872-0

978-969-210-462-3

978-969-210-870-6

978-969-210-459-3
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DOT-TO-DOT

978-969-210-839-3

978-969-210-129-5 978-969-210-203-2 978-969-210-204-9

978-969-210-470-8978-969-210-286-5


New

 
New
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PUZZLE BOOKS

978-969-637-886-0 978-969-637-888-4978-969-637-887-7

978-969-637-889-1

978-969-210-680-1 978-969-210-694-8978-969-210-692-4978-969-210-690-0

978-969-210-275-9 978-969-210-276-6

  

  

   

MANDALA

COLOURING

SERIES
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Mandalas are harmonious patterns 
symbolic of our Universe. 

Paramount Mandala Colouring for Kids 
Series, a set of four books, interlaces 

designs of fruits, vegetables, patterns 
and objects familiar to children 

to stimulate their creativity and 
imagination. Most importantly, 

it will add to the 
children’s concentration 
span and help them learn 

new geometric 
forms and 

shapes.

MANDALA

COLOURING

SERIES

Paramount Mandala 
for Adults is filled with 
unique colouring designs 
for adults to boost 
their mood and 
imagination.
Taking inspiration from 
amazing monuments 
around the world, this 
book offers a joyous 
opportunity to enhance 
creativity and produce 
impressive works of art.

978-969-637-794-8978-969-637-793-1

978-969-637-791-7 978-969-637-795-5

978-969-210-201-8 978-969-210-293-3

8.25”x 11” 1 Colour  Pg.28  Age 6-8yrs

9.5”x 9.5” 1 Colour  Pg.48  

978-969-210-248-3
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SERIES PACKS

978-969-210-121-9

978-969-210-019-9

978-969-210-118-9 978-969-210-018-2 978-969-210-570-5

978-969-210-020-5

978-969-637-999-7 978-969-210-128-8

978-969-210-833-1

978-969-210-832-4

NewNew
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978-969-637-764-1

978-969-637-345-2 978-969-637-343-8

978-969-637-785-6978-969-637-342-1

978-969-637-344-5

978-969-637-959-1 978-969-637-747-4

MORE BOOKS

978-969-637-460-2
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978-969-637-171-7

978-969-210-626-9

978-969-210-295-7

978-969-637-436-7 978-969-637-434-3

978-969-210-589-7

978-969-637-435-0

978-969-210-312-1

978-969-210-305-3

Four Books in Level 4

Six books in each level of Paramount Happy Readers

978-969-637-759-7 978-969-637-128-1978-969-637-947-8

Seven Books in Level 1 Eight Books in Level 2 Two Books in Level 3
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978-969-637-786-3 978-969-637-788-7978-969-637-790-0

978-969-637-789-4
978-969-637-244-8

ISLAMIC BOOKS
4 Colour  Age 6-10yrs
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978-969-210-025-0

978-969-210-062-5

978-969-210-035-9

978-969-210-063-2

978-969-210-057-1

978-969-210-282-7

19”x 27.7” 4 Colour  Age 4-6yrs

978-969-210-058-8

978-969-210-065-6

978-969-210-043-4

978-969-210-059-5

978-969-210-042-7

978-969-210-056-4

WILD ANIMALS CHART

DOMESTIC ANIMALS CHART

FRUITS CHART

VEGETABLES CHART

BIRDS CHART

  اردو حروفِ تہجی چارٹز

Paramount charts are educational resources 
for children to learn and recognise alphabets, 
numbers, tables, names of fruits, vegetables and 
animals at pre-primary level. These value-for-money 
light charts are perfect for children to stick 
on their favourite place of the wall or 
carry with them to study whenever 
they want.

AVAILABLE IN FOLDING AND 
WALL CHART FORMAT

PARAMOUNT

CHARTS

Apple Butterfly Cat Duck

Egg Fish Grapes House

Nest Orange Parrot

Ice-cream Jug King Lamp Mango

RoseQueen

Xylophone Yo-yo ZebraWatermelon

Strawberry Toy Umbrella Vase

Paramount Books (Pvt.) Ltd.


 www.paramountbooks.com.pk

ALPHABET

978-627-310-029-6 SOLAR SYSTEM CHARTNew
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978-969-210-838-6

978-969-210-837-9

NUMBERS 1-20
NUMBERS 21-40

TABLES 1-10
TABLES 11-20

DOMESTIC ANIMALS CHART
WILD ANIMALS CHART

BIRDS CHART
GOLDEN HABITS CHART

۲۰٢٢         اوّل    ِ���
�
ا�

152/O, Block-2, P.E.C.H.S., Karachi-75400.
Tel: +92-21-34310030, info@paramountbooks.com.pk
www.paramountbooks.com.pk

Paramount Books (Pvt.) Ltd. ISBN: 978-969-210-547-7
MRP. Rs. 123/-

9 789692 105477

ّ�، ا�اد، �ں، ��ں ��﮳
﮴
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978-969-210-546-0 978-969-210-547-7

978-969-210-550-7 978-969-210-551-4

Paramount Folding Charts Packs include six essential 
lightweight folding charts in each pack. 

The Educational pack will reinforce learning and 
recognition of Alphabets- English and Urdu, 

Numbers, and Tables at the pre-primary level.
The General knowledge pack will help them recognise

and learn the names of different fruits, 
vegetables, and animals while introducing 

them to good habits at the 
pre-primary level.

New

FOLDING
CHART
PACKS
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For Prices

Scan Here




